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DESIGN WITH SOUL
We are the loft. A design agency based in the heart of Glasgow. We help our clients
create inspiring brands using brand strategy, identity design, web design, graphic
design, art-direction and social media communications.
‘Design with Soul’ is not just a tag-line, it is a way of life. We uncover the ‘big idea’
lying at the heart of your brand and then bring it to life in the most imaginative way
possible.
Creating brands that inspire.
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‘bridge2business’ is a new, interactive and engaging programme
to inspire, connect and support college students into business.
The programme is a part of Young Enterprise Scotland and
offers college students first hand opportunities to engage with
appropriate entrepreneurial role models. Role models who are
relevant to college students, who have an interest in setting up
their own business now or in the future or for those who are
looking to take enterprise skills to their workplace.

We worked closely with Geoff Leask and the entire bridge2business
team to generate ideas that would help tell a great story about
an exciting brand. We started with the words - inspiration,
connections and support and then created a range of themes.
The main story of the brand came from ‘celestial navigation,’ every entrepreneur at one stage has nothing left to go on other
than absolute faith. The use of the star constellation “Nashira’
which symbolises ‘lady-luck’ gives real credence to the modern
shapes and graphics that support the brand identity as well as
give the people in the organisation a great story to tell..

The brand and resulting guidelines are a very fresh and modern
interpretation of what the organisation stands for. More importantly,
the story of ‘lady-luck’ gives the brand real symbolism and
substance. The graphical systems also provide lots of potential
for further ideas as we work with ‘bridge2business’ to explore
the brand further

The loft was tasked with designing a new brand that encapsulates
the spirit of the programme and appeal to both the students and
decision makers within the college.

“Benedetto and his team at the loft have been an inspiring,
creative and friendly team to work with. Listening to our needs
and having a real understanding of our audience ensured that
their communications solution is absolutely spot on – highly
recommended!”
Geoff Leask, Head of Entrepreneurship, Young Enterprise
Scotland
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A unique event! Classic film ‘The Gremlins’ being shown at
Glasgow Central Station. Network Rail decided to close Central
Station for one night only to show a midnight viewing of ‘The
Gremlins’ as part of ‘Million Makers’ for The Prince’s Trust.
The loft were responsible for designing the poster and online
communications as part of the event.

A dream brief. We meshed together the genius that is the
Gremlins with the obvious character of Glasgow Central Station.
We used one of the most symbolic parts of Glasgow Central –
the clock – as one of the focal points of the poster. The Gremlins,
well they do get up to mischievous things. One of the most
entertaining points of a very successful evening was the worry
of a Gremlin actually popping out of the Station clock during the
screening of the film.

Staggering results… Over 120 likes and ’36 shares’ on
‘Facebook,’ 14 Re-tweets and 3 Favourites on Twitter and an
amazing 220 likes on Instagram. ‘That is awesome,’ being the
general consensus.
“The creativity of the loft has been absolutely first class. We were
blown away by the work they produced for us and their friendly
approach and customer service made them a pleasure to work
with. Suffice to say we are looking forward to working with them
again on future projects.”
Nicholas Prag, Customer Relationship Executive, Network
Rail & Million Makers Challenge
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The Prince’s Trust Youth Business Scotland Growth Fund is a
fundamental avenue of growth for many of Scotland’s young
entrepreneurs. The statistics are impressive – £31Million of
revenue from a £3Million investment, 274 awards to 249
businesses and over 400 new jobs created. The loft were tasked
with raising awareness to highlight these impressive statistics.

We worked closely with Evelyn McDonald and other businesses
that were supported by The Growth Fund to brain storm ideas
that we could use to build awareness of what is regarded by
many in Scotland as the first part of the Scottish Entrepreneurial
Eco-System. During our discussions it became apparent
that alongside the statistics, the mentoring and peer-to-peer
assistance was indeed a significant part of the story.

Digital and print versions of the ‘Welcome to the Eco-System’ info
graph were created and distributed to existing members of the
Growth Fund and Entrepreneurial Exchange. A digital campaign
is underway. The animal theme was loved by all.

We used ‘the animal kingdom’ as the main theme to create
an eye-catching info graph that would communicate hard
information as well as the underlying story of the Growth Fund.

“The loft are a delight to work with. The team are dynamic,
creative and extremely likeable. A real pleasure to do business
with and I am thrilled with the end result!”
Evelyn McDonald, Head of Growing Businesses, Prince’s
Trust Youth Business Scotland
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Digital enablement can affect the quality of life for individuals
in our society. Being able to upload a CV, speak to relatives on
Skype or purchase items online are some of the many factors
that are just a part of everyday life for many today. Seric Systems,
alongside their partners IBM, are looking to address this problem
by partnering with a range of organisations from the private/
public and third sectors. By unleashing ‘a virtuous cascade of
volunteering,’ they collectively help to digitally
enable a range of people who are uncomfortable with
technology in today’s society.

We worked closely with Seric Systems and IBM to create an info
graph that firstly communicated the nature of the problem and
then described their ideas for a solution. We were inspired by a
Scotland where every citizen is digitally enabled. We divided the
info graph into a number of sections that highlight the nature of
the problem and the steps taken.

The final info graph has been produced in both digital and print
formats. A social media campaign has begun and is currently
being used to lobby the Scottish Government of the nature of the
issue whilst pushing for them to introduce a formal qualification in
digital enablement.
You can see the full info-graph here.
http://www.theloft.co/Digitalinclusion.pdf
“I really like the loft, their understanding of the brief, level of
creativity and quality of work have all impressed me. They are
also a good bunch and very easy to work with.
Stuart Macdonald, Managing Director of Seric Systems
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Fridge Angels is a new refrigeration and air-conditioning company
based in Glasgow. The loft were tasked with creating a brand that
ultimately made them stand out from the crowd. It was important that
they had a fresh, contemporary look and a strong digital presence
was allowed for.

We worked closely with John, the Director of the company, who
visited us at the studio on a regular basis to give input and feedback
at every stage of the design process, which ensured we created a
brand close to his heart.
In the design of the logo, we focused on taking the industrial aspect
of the company and combining it with the gentleness of an angel.
The ‘wings’ are constructed from piping, softly curved, to represent
them ‘wrapping around a customer’ and portray the importance of
customer service to the company. The bright colours are used to
provide impact and to step away from the norm of their competitors,
which was a big need for John. The style of the logo is carried on into
icon designs, allowing use in promotional materials and on the new
website, which also has a very clean and simple feel, portraying the
forthright service they provide. The cartoon illustrations of the staff
further implements the friendly and fun nature of the company.

An eye-catching, modern brand was created to depict the
lease of life that Fridge Angels brings to the refrigeration world.
It captures the young, caring and professional essence of the
company and provides them with the objectives to drive their
business forward.
“The loft done our branding and website. A really friendly bunch
to work with and some of the most talented people I have ever
met. We will be using them for all future projects. I would stongly
recommend them to anybody.”
John McGrath, Director, Fridge Angels
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Altia Solutions are one of Scotland’s fastest growing software
companies. They have a range of products and solutions which
help investigators manage large amounts of data.
Their products are effective in reducing bureaucracy and
increasing productivity. Altia Solutions approached the loft to
look at ways to brand the individual software packages for
their 4 current packages: Insight, Financial Analysis Toolbar,
Investigators Toolkit and Digital Manager.

We had great fun working closely with Altia staff and
management to create a story around each of their products. We
found that ‘ managing data’ was consistently at the heart of each
of their products. We therefore created a range of product tag
lines - Scan DATA, Clean DATA, Link DATA, Link Police DATA.
As data is quite abstract, we created a range of data circles and
introduced each of them to different visual patterns giving them
individual personalities yet with a similar theme.

The new icons give the Altia product range an identity of its own.
They summarise the product characteristics and neatly add to
the Altia brand.
“In developing the product branding The loft talked with all the
staff and came up with individual product brand designs that
reflect the differing properties of the software yet are linked in
their overall theme. We are very pleased with the result and
proudly include them on all information sent out of the company.”
Ian Watson, Managing Director of Altia Solutions

INVESTIGATION TOOLKIT

DIGITAL MANAGER

INSIGHT

FINANCIAL TOOLBAR
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Beeks FX VPS are one of the global leaders in managed virtual
private servers for automated trading. 9/10 of the largest forex
brokers in the world use a Beeks FX VPS. The company were
looking to re-brand after the acquisition of New York rival Galant VPS and their move to becoming an international brand.

Beeks FX VPS have two key advantages over their rivals Reliability and speed of service. We focussed mainly on the
speed of their service, known to their customers as ‘latency.’
We looked to build an identity which vividly told the story of this
speed, after speaking with the management team - the latencies
achieved by Beeks FX VPS were down to…

The new brand, website and video site are a huge step forward
for Beeks FX VPS who now hold a dominant position in the
global market.

The loft were asked to re-brand Beeks FX VPS, create and
build a new website and collaborate with Alasdair Curry of XYZ
Creative on the design of a new video.

An infinite loop, where data is held, before signals are
made for transactions.
Strategic positioning. The Beeks FX VPS Servers were in
the same Data Centre as The London Stock Exchange allowing
for lightning quick trades.
-

The speed at which the data leaves the loop.

Each of these elements were brought to life in the brand identity,
website and the video.
The website can be seen at http://www.beeksfx.com
The video can be found at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1gZ-Guh4JIc

“The loft were instrumental in our re-branding exercise at
BeeksFX as we continue to grow our international business, they
went above and beyond when working to a tight deadline.
Our team enjoyed working with them and it was a fun
experience, however threats of free Prosecco have yet to
materialise.”
Gordon Mcarthur, CEO, Beeks FX VPS
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Women’s Enterprise Scotland ‘provide inspiration, information
and a voice for women in business.’ They have a tremendous
story to tell about the success of women in business. Statistics
such as ‘women led business contribute more than £5billion
towards the Scottish economy’ and ’94,000 women in Scotland
are self-employed.’ Women’s Enterprise Scotland asked the
loft to create an info graphic that would proudly display these
statistics as well as provide a design to their Action Framework.

We worked closely with the good folks from Women’s Enterprise
Scotland to create an info-graph that told a story of growth for
female entrepreneurs in Scotland. We designed an abstract
flower that contained each element of information. We also
proudly incorporated the colours of Women’s Enterprise
Scotland; the famous Suffragette colours.

Printed brochures were created for ‘The Women’s Enterprise
Action Framework Launch’ at The Cranachan & Crowdie in
Edinburgh to Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment and
Sustainable Growth, John Swinney MSP and Minister for Youth
Employment, Angela Constance. The info graphic brochure and
action framework all helped to present the case for women’s
enterprise in Scotland.

The info-graphic was designed to be compatible for both digital
and print and was complimented with a specially branded
document for the Action Framework Launch.

“Women’s Enterprise Scotland enjoyed working with the Loft
on a project to help us demonstrate pictorially what we do. We
were pleased with the process from start to end product. They
listened to our brief and developed a creative concept that
suited our needs and budget.”
Margaret Gibson
Chief Executive, Women’s Enterprise Scotland
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Springboard Marketing provide very intelligent sales solutions
for their clients via a range of services including telemarketing
and CRM System management. They greatly increase the
efficiency of sales teams in managing their CRM Systems. One
of the biggest challenges faced by Springboard Marketing is the
persuasion of sales staff to properly use and record their sales
data for the good of the team.

We worked very closely with Steven Sibbald of Springboard
Marketing and one of their key clients to create a ‘board
game info graph’ that would encourage sales staff to follow
the prescribed sales processes. We worked incredibly hard to
ensure that the most important information was present on the
final solution yet the game was simple enough to adopt. We
had great fun creating individual avatars for some of the key
characters.

The final digital and printed versions of the board game info
graphs are now widely used by a number of the sales staff from
clients of Springboard Marketing. Job done!
“The loft did an outstanding job in assisting me with a very
complex piece of work. They created an exceptional solution
that was both creative and beautifully finished. Great team, good
fun and brilliant designers.”
Steven Sibbald, Managing Director of Springboard
Marketing
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Keto Pumps are an ambitious and growing Pumps company
based in Australia. They are owned by Private Equity Fund, Clyde
Blowers Capital. We were asked to design a brochure for Keto
Pumps in light of their recent takeover of South African company
Pump Technology Services.

We worked very closely with the Clyde Blowers internal
marketing department to design the brochure. We built on the
excellent work started in-house and took the core elements of
the company’s competitive advantage – speed, responsiveness
and customer intimacy to design the new brochure.

The results are a brochure that vividly highlights the company’s
key competitive advantages and is now in circulation worldwide.
“The loft are really good. They are quick, easy to work with and
do great work.”
Robin Tait, Marketing Director of Keto Pumps, a portfolio
company of Clyde Blowers Capital
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Murphy Wealth are a rapidly growing Wealth Management firm
based in Ayr, Scotland. To coincide with their 35th Anniversary
and impending move to Glasgow, they commissioned the loft
to build an entire new brand and website. The main strategic
objectives were to attract more clients, to build the perceived
value of the brand and to build strategic partnerships with major
Scottish legal firms.

We worked very closely with Murphy Wealth to create a brand
strategy and then a wide range of communications. Key to the
strategy was understanding their main competitive advantage
in the marketplace – with such a widespread distrust of financial
institutions – ‘transparency’ was seen as the most authentic and
obvious building block for the brand. The theme of transparency
was used throughout the entire branding process – it inspired
the logo, icons and all areas of art direction.

The results of this project are clear for everybody to see, a much
more sophisticated brand, a huge step forward in the company’s
digital presence and the reaching of all of the company’s main
objectives pre-project. We were delighted to be subsequently
awarded the design and build of the website for their sister
company, Murphy Insurance, which shall be complete before
very soon.

We created a brand new and eye-catching website which is now
used to display all forms of company information. In addition,
it is built on a brand new content management system, is fully
responsive and is fully compatible with smart phones, tablets and
desktops.
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Altia Solutions are one of Scotland’s fastest growing software
companies. Their well-established brand is synonymous with
quality and a bespoke level of service. Altia approached the
loft to create a brand that would tie-in with the data elements of
the new product sub-brands yet continue with the success and
familiarity of their current brand - ‘the wee man.’ The company
also wanted the loft to explore a ‘stronger message’ for future
communications.

The loft worked incredibly closely with the entire company.
Every single member of staff was interviewed as part of the
branding process. The management of Altia Solutions were
adamant that any new brand carried every single member of
staff with it. The first part of the brand was to create a company
message. After spending invaluable time with the staff it
became apparent that although ‘assisting investigators’ was very
important as a message, the company did and were more than
that - they provide an incredibly ‘customer-focused’ and ‘human
experience’ for a technology company that deals with massive
amounts of data.

The updated brand perfectly allows Altia to communicate a
strengthened message whilst maintaining continuity with the
success of their current brand.

The company tag-line ‘Humanising Data’ was created as not
only a message but an entire narrative for the new brand. The
next stages were to look at ways of incorporating this new
message into the current logo.
The Altia ‘Wee-Man’ was given a ‘half-data’ personality to
symbolise the chaos and unpredictability of data. We also
customised the typeface and softened the overall appearance.

“The Loft worked closely with the whole staff and developed a
company re-branding that encapsulates the very being of the
company. It was refreshing to be able to interact with all of the
designers and have our ideas and thoughts taken seriously.
A great experience!”
Ian Watson, Managing Director of Altia Solutions
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Murphy Insurance are a leading Insurance Broker based in the
West/Central belt of Scotland. After working with Murphy Wealth,
The loft was commissioned to design and build a new website
that communicates the company’s love of ‘proper’ broking and
absolute dedication to quality of service.

‘Authenticity’ and ‘quality’ were absolute buzzwords for the new
website. The loft worked very closely with Tom and John from
Murphy Insurance as well as photographer Malcolm Cochrane
to create a range of images that were in-fitting with the company
message and would enhance the website.

The new site is a huge step forward for Murphy Insurance
who are better able to communicate the real strengths of their
brand - absolute commitment to the process and dedication to
excellence in client service.

A specialist ‘process’ section was created to highlight the 6-step
process that Murphy Insurance takes with each client. The site
was also designed on a responsive template that would allow
the website to be used on smart-phone/tablet devices.

“The great thing about dealing with the guys at the loft was
the time taken at the outset to get under our skin and really
find out what makes us tick. Then they come up with a way of
communicating that ethos, all backed up with excellent design.
A real bespoke service. “
Tom Yorke, Managing Director, Murphy Insurance
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Altia Solutions is one of Scotland’s most rapidly growing software
companies. Their software is used to assist with complex
investigations. We were asked to create a range of materials for
the company that would help to demonstrate to potential users
the real benefits of the software and the various packages for a
number of trade shows.

We worked very closely with the Altia Solutions team to really
understand the software, how it works and the benefits to the
end user. We then created a range of very graphic designs
that simplified the information flow for the main software and
individual packages. Designs were created for large banners but
were also designed for use on digital formats too.

Sensational results, the trade show stand was phenomenally well
received with the MD describing their stand as more popular
than ‘Jaegermeister’s and they had to give out free shots.’ There
was a reported three-fold increase in footfall over the stand from
the previous year. This has resulted in a sales increase in the
event follow-up.
“The Loft produced an innovative design for our trade stand at a
recent conference. It certainly succeeded in drawing attention to
our stand and there was a significant increase in the number of
people stopping to ask about our products and interact with the
staff – so it worked well!”
Ian Watson, Managing Director of Altia Solutions
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Jim Henderson is a business coach for renowned businesscoaching consultancy ‘ShirlawsUK.’ Although a proud member of the
Shirlaws family, Jim was looking for something a little more personal
to help build his social media presence. The loft and Jim worked
together on a new personal blog and art-directed photography that
would help to tell a story about Jim and the impressive work he
does with Shirlaws.

One of the most interesting aspects of working with Jim is his ability
to sketch out diagrams and pictures right in front of you as part of
his lessons. It is a truly impressive feat (one that as creatives, we
particularly enjoy.) We wanted to get that across in Jim’s pictures.
We set-up a photo-shoot that helped to get this unique aspect of
Jim’s work across. We created a much-updated and responsive
blog that would load news items on-demand as well as encourage
‘social-sharing.’

The updated photography helps to give Jim a unique profile for
his social media presence and the revised blog is a huge step
forward in terms of appearance and functionality to help Jim
share great stories of working with entrepreneurs in his role as a
business coach for Shirlaws.
“When I engaged the loft to work on creating the JimatShirlaws
blog, I wanted something that looked and felt different whilst
embodying the Shirlaws brand ethos. The result was fantastic,
I was absolutely delighted and would not hesitate in
recommending the loft’s work - professional, creative and
with soul.”
Jim Henderson, Partner, Shirlaws Coaching
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Construct Build Pro UK approached the loft to help them
communicate what they really do to their clients. The nature of
their services was very innovative and forward looking but they
felt that their brand was misunderstood by a number of clients.
We were asked to look at the entire brand from the strategy up.

We wanted to get under the skin of the key stakeholders of the
brand so we worked to find out what motivated and inspired
them. The company was engaged in a huge number of activities,
we wanted to look for the reason behind these activities? To find
the true essence of the brand, ‘restoring balance’ was eventually
found to be the phrase that best describes what the founder
does.

A new strategy, logo, brochure and art-directed photography all
help to dramatically improve the professionalism and clarity of
the brand.

Once ‘Restore Balance’ was unveiled as the key message,
we worked on a range of concepts that were based on those
words. The brand, photography, website design, print materials
and brochure design were all inspired by variations of a circular
theme that ‘restores balance.’

“Working with Benedetto & the loft has been an incredibly
uplifting journey. From what was becoming dated and obscure,
we have a brand that is simple and packs an incredible punch
in today’s competitive marketplace. Our brand is so important to
everything we do as a business, so getting it right has helped us
win more business. I would have no hesitation in recommending
that you take this journey and beautiful define, why you do what
you do.”
Yosof Ewing, Managing Director of CPUK

CLIENTS

WORKING WITH
THE LOFT
We pride ourselves on excellent client relationships.
The creative process is an exciting journey and one
that we love to share. Making people happy is one of
our biggest aims - it begins with the work but involves
every part of the process.

benbordone@theloft.co

@tlcstudios

0141 354 1595

The Loft Creative Studios

107 Bell Street Glasgow G4 0TQ

www.theloft.co

